Visualizations of Data about Open Gov Hub’s Member Network (as of Fall 2019)

Types of Organizations at the Hub

Categories

- **Nonprofit**: traditional 501(c)3 orgs, mostly non-foundations
- **Hybrid**: social enterprises, multilaterals, sub-nonprofits
- **Private**: mostly consulting LLCs that mainly work on international development

Pie chart showing:
- Nonprofit: 70.8%
- Private: 18.8%
- Hybrid: 10.4%
OPEN GOV HUB MEMBERS: THE TOP 3 KEY WORDS

- Accountability
- Open Data
- Democracy
- International Development
- Anti-Corruption
OPEN GOV HUB MEMBERS:
MAIN TYPES OF FUNCTIONS
Where we Work: The Hub Hotspots

18 in U.S.
17 in Colombia
17 in Uganda
11 in Bulgaria
14 in Nepal
Sizes of Organizations at the Hub

FTEs = Full-Time Employees

- 50+ FTEs: 20.4%
- 1-2 FTEs: 16.3%
- 3-5 FTEs: 30.6%
- 6-15 FTEs: 20.4%
- 16-50 FTEs: 12.2%